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Download.Sector, a Brooklyn-
based startup developing fiber-

optic network technology, is now
marketing their initial product to

ISPs, cellular and enterprise
service providers, as well as

municipal and utility users. While
the company has been beta

testing its platform with wireless
and land-line customers over the
past year, the following has been

scheduled for launch later this
month: -- a residential and small

business service that is an
alternative to DSL. The service

will offer either up to four
broadband Internet connections,
or two connections for up to four
"data centers" [separate data/IP
connections run through a single

fiber optic cable]. A typical
connection will cost about $50
per month. -- land-line service

that will provide customers with
a dedicated circuit, and provide

as many as 100 megabits of
throughput. A typical 1 Gbps
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connection would cost about $50
per month. -- enterprise services.

The company is working on a
service that would offer high-
speed data and a dedicated

circuit to customers. The service
would be available to companies

with 2,000 to 50,000 users.
"Sector's fiber network

connections are very low latency
and offer a flexible architecture,"
said CEO and co-founder Aaron
Ekins. "They're built from the

ground up for applications such
as the Internet and video, and
they're way cheaper than DSL

and cable." The company's
current generation network uses
low-cost micro-optics technology
to provide low-latency and less

complexity than DSL. The
structure resembles a scaled-
down version of a microwave

wireless system, with more than
90 fiber pairs extending between

a network's hubs. Sector's
technology focuses on providing
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"smart networks" that, for
example, are able to drop

broadband connections during a
wireless event in order to avoid

using network resources for
unneeded activities. The

company has also developed
technology that allows a local

switch to monitor the condition
of the cable infrastructure and

proactively activate "healthy life"
networks to avoid outages. The
"fiber network connections" as

the company refers to them, are
designed to be very low-latency

(less than 250 milliseconds),
providing low-jitter and/or low-
packet loss. The company has

also developed
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